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s 1 Choose course 2 Choose college 
or make open 
application

3 Check admission 
assessment 
arrangements

4 Submit UCAS 
application

5 SAQ (only for 
Cambridge)

6 Submit written 
work/take test

7 Interview in 
December

8 Decision in 
January

www.ox.ac.uk/admissions/undergraduate/applying-to-oxford

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Student ambassador  prompts-  tell us about your experience of the application process. Any tips?Re College/open application choice: lots of guidance on choosing a College in Prospectuses and on websites BUT don’t spend too much time deciding on a College/open application –Check about arrangements for any admissions tests (Ox) / pre-interview assessments (Cam) – may need to be registered for them before (eg BMAT) or by 15 Oct; test/assessment registration separate to UCAS applicationRegistering for pre-interview assessments/tests:- Cannot register self for assessments – must do so via school/college or authorised centre.- If currently attending a school/college, or recently graduated from one: ask exams officer if school can administer assessment for you. If school/college not already registered as one, can apply to become test centre. Please note: best get application in early as approval can take several weeks.- If not attending a school/college: must find authorised centre where can take assessment. Authorised centres can administer assessments for all test-takers.Also check the dates of registration and tests/assessments carefully – BMAT and pre-interview tests/assessments scheduled to be taken on Wednesday 30 October 2019.Written WorkIf the course you are applying for requires written work please send work that demonstrates your analytical, reasoning, language and writing skills, as appropriate for your chosen degree course.The written work may well form a springboard for discussion at your interview should you be shortlisted, so make sure to keep a copy for your own reference.The work you send in must be your original school or college work, marked by a teacher, and not re-written or corrected in any way. It may be typed or handwritten – as long as it is legible – and photocopies are acceptable. We would expect each piece of written work to be no more than 2,000 words. You will need to complete a written work cover sheet for each piece of work that you submit.InterviewsInterviews – most held in first three weeks Dec (some music scholarships may interview earlier; small number Cam candidates asked attend second interview in Jan); if decide apply, keep time free of unbreakable commitments; more info and advice about interviews on our websitesDecision – small number of applicants for Cambridge may be asked to attend second interview in January; final decisions made/posted out before end of JanuaryAlso encourage you visit universities considering applying to (O, C or any others) at some point so can see for self what might be like study/live there – see websites for dates and detailsNote: aware of private companies/individuals that offer, at a charge, information and advice on our admissions processes, assessments and interviews – we DO NOT support or encourage any of these commercial enterprises.  None has access to any information not already available free of charge from the University Admissions Office, Colleges and University Students’ Unions; and we cannot verify the accuracy of the information private companies/individuals may provide.Additional background informationCambridgeUCAS application deadline may be earlier than 15 Oct for some international students (wanting be considered for interview overseas); some mature applicants applying to a mature College may be able to submit UCAS application later than 15 Oct – in all cases, see website for detailsIf applicable/used, Extenuating Circumstances Form (see below) must be submitted by applicant’s school/college by 15 Oct (or doctor/social worker, if school/college unaware of the circumstances)Supplementary Application Questionnaire (SAQ) (Cambridge)Collects information not in UCAS application useful when assessing applications, eg AS/A Level (or equivalent) topics (helpful for interviewers when deciding what questions to ask), students taking any modular AS/A Levels required provide UMS results achieved so farSAQ automatically emailed to applicants once UCAS application received, and must be completed/submitted by deadline (most cases 22 Oct/week after UCAS application deadline)Extenuating Circumstances Form (Cambridge)Has been designed to ensure that the Cambridge Colleges have the information they require in order to accurately assess any applicants who has experienced particular personal or educational disadvantage – students apply in usual way, Extenuating Circumstances Form completed by school/college referee (or doctor/social worker, if appropriate).This form should only be used where an applicant’s education has been significantly disrupted or disadvantaged through health or personal problems, disability or difficulties with schooling.Further details and the Extenuating Circumstances Form are available online. Extenuating Circumstances (Oxford)Should be raised in teacher’s reference or in direct contact ___Crucial dates:UCAS application deadline :15 October 201Oxford admissions tests(majority) : 30 October 2019If you want to study at Oxford, you need to apply a year before the start date of your course by completing the online application form at www.ucas.com. Applications open in early September, and the deadline is 6pm UK time on 15 October every year.Advice for timeline in detail at: www.ox.ac.uk/admissions/undergraduate/applying-to-oxfordYou will need to provide information about yourself, including a personal statement where you talk about your interest in the subject or subjects you’re applying for . There is also a place where a teacher or advisor needs to give you a reference. This is all submitted through an online form – no additional references, transcripts, or certificates are required or accepted.Most people apply to Oxford before they have finished their final year of school or college. If this is the case for you, then your referee will need to provide you with predicted grades – where they say what they expect you to achieve in your A-levels (or equivalent qualifications).You may also need to register for a test or send in written work, depending on your chosen course. You will need to register separately for any tests, by a set date in October, and can normally sit them in your school or college, or at a centre near your home. It is very important to make arrangements in good time, as your application may not be as competitive - or may not be considered at all - if you do not take any test or tests required for your course. Look into earlier test and registration dates for couple of tests include the LNatThere is no separate Oxford application form, unless you are applying for:Accelerated MedicineIf you have a science degree and are applying for the four-year Accelerated Medicine course, you must complete a supplementary application form, in addition to the UCAS application, to be submitted by 15 October.Choral and Organ AwardsIf you want to apply for a choral or organ award, you must complete an additional online application form by 1 September.Oxford's college chapels provide outstanding opportunities for participating in liturgical music as well as offering exceptional performance, touring and recording experience. Many colleges offer awards to singers and organists who contribute to this aspect of college life. Choral scholars are trained to a very high level through their college chapel choir and some go on to become professional singers. Toby Spence, Emma Kirkby and Robin Blaze were all Oxford choral scholars.Organ scholars also play a crucial part in Oxford music. In some colleges, they direct the music in chapel; in others they assist professional directors. The role develops skills in choral accompanying, direction, and administration. Many Oxford organ scholars have gone on to become celebrated musicians whilst others have attained distinction elsewhere, including a Prime Minister and a Hollywood actor.Whatever course you're planning to apply for, you can audition for a choral or organ award in September before following the academic application procedure by 6pm UK time on 15 October

http://www.ox.ac.uk/admissions/undergraduate/applying-to-oxford
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• To test relevant skills for the course
• e.g. critical thinking and problem solving
• e.g. ability to learn language

• To test subject specific knowledge for the course
• e.g. MAT, PAT, BMAT

• Allows comparison (UK and abroad)

• Allows comparison (different A-levels subjects)

• To help with shortlisting for interview

• Reduces the need to rely solely on predicted grades

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A video about the TSAhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_-LDwV34Gt8&feature=emb_logo (from 1 min 05)

https://www.admissionstesting.org/for-test-takers/thinking-skills-assessment/


Have a look at past papers: www.ox.ac.uk/tests
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
88% of Oxford courses have an admissions test

http://www.ox.ac.uk/tests


Three thermometers are each accurate to within 2 degrees above or below the temperature they actually 
read. One reads 7°, one reads 9° and one reads 10°. 

What is the minimum range in which the true temperature lies?
A 5°– 12°
B 7°– 9°
C 8°– 9°
D 8°– 10°
E 7°– 10°

_____________________

Admissions Test-
TSA- Problem Solving



Three thermometers are each accurate to within 2 degrees above or below the temperature they actually 
read. One reads 7°, one reads 9° and one reads 10°. 

What is the minimum range in which the true temperature lies?
A 5°– 12°
B 7°– 9°
C 8°– 9°
D 8°– 10°
E 7°– 10°

_____________________

The quickest method here is to search for the acceptable highest and lowest 
temperatures that meet the conditions, realising that the middle value is irrelevant
As one thermometer reads 7°, the temperature cannot be above 9° and, 
as another reads 10°, the temperature cannot be below 8°. This is given by C.

Admissions Test-
TSA- Problem Solving



• Both UCAS and the University websites inform students which tests they 
will need to sit

• It’s your responsibility to ensure they are registered for tests in time

• All except the LNAT can be taken in schools, and are paper and pen tests

• Oxford tests mostly taken 4th or 5th November 2020
• LNAT: Register and book your LNAT test slot (in order to sit the test 

before or on, 15 October 2020). Find our more: https://lnat.ac.uk
• Cambridge:  mix of pre-interview and at interview.  Find out more: 

www.undergraduate.study.cam.ac.uk/applying/admission-
assessments

Logistics and Registration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Logistics and RegistrationIt is in the “how to apply” section of the course information on the UCAS websiteThe students school must register the student for the test BUT the student has a responsibility to tell the school they need to sit a testLNAT is an online test / All tests administered by ATS are paper basedCosts - Oxford Admissions Tests are free of charge. The LNAT costs £50 GBP for students in the UK/EU. International students residing outside of the EU pay £70 GBP (2015/16). Candidates pay online or can apply for an LNAT voucher (http://www.lnat.ac.uk/registration/paying-for-your-test/) Students can also apply for an LNAT bursary if they are struggling to pay and meet the criteria.  The BMAT costs £44 GBP for students in the UK/EU. International students residing outside of the EU pay £74 GBP. There are additional fees for late entry, application results and if students make an application for appeal (http://www.admissionstestingservice.org/for-test-takers/bmat/dates-and-costs/) Students can apply to have their fees reimbursed if they are struggling to pay and meet the criteria.

https://lnat.ac.uk/
http://www.undergraduate.study.cam.ac.uk/applying/admission-assessments
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1. Practice under timed conditions

2. Know what the tests look like (Length, sections, marking)

3. Skip questions you get stuck on and come back to them later

4. Use the question paper for your workings

5. If you are unsure of an answer, eliminate options that are 
clearly wrong – and guess sensibly if necessary

6. You need to prepare!



Sometimes poverty is defined in relation to average income.  For example, people may be said to be poor if their 
income is less than 60 per cent of the average income for the population.  This is not a legitimate definition 
because it is a measure of inequality rather than poverty.  This is obvious if we consider the consequences of 
using the definition.  It means that a huge pay rise for middle managers automatically throws some people into 
poverty, even though their income has not changed.  On the other hand, the definition implies that in a society 
where almost everyone is starving, no one is poor.
Which of the following best expresses the main conclusion of the above argument?

Admissions Test-
TSA- Critical Thinking 

A)  Having a relatively low income is not the same as being poor.

B)  It is impossible to find an appropriate definition of poverty.

C)  It is wrong to define poverty in relation to average income.

D) A huge pay rise for middle managers makes other people poor.

E) There is no inequality in a society where most people are starving
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Since the late 1990s wolves have been seen in the Haute-France region of the Alps. This places them once again 
in conflict with the shepherds who farm this region. Due to the protected status of the European wolf, French 
farmers are awarded a compensation payment for the loss of any of their sheep to a wolf. This payment amounts 
to considerably more than the livestock value of the animal. In addition to this, it is very difficult to distinguish 
between evidence of a wolf attack and dog attack. France has a population of 8 million dogs; 8 000 of these are 
estimated to be wild
compared to only 200 wolves. Which one of the following is a conclusion that can be drawn from the above 
passage?

Admissions Test-
BMAT (Section 1)

A)  The problem of wolves attacking sheep in the French Alps has been exaggerated.

B)  Any claim that a sheep has been attacked by a wolf should be treated with caution.

C)  The protected status of the European wolf is unpopular in the French farming community.

D)  The wolf’s reputation for killing sheep is undeserved. 
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• Must be received by College in November

• Arts/Humanities subjects

• Think about your interests

• A piece of marked work submitted as part of your A-levels

• If you have any questions, contact the College that has asked for 
the work

• www.ox.ac.uk/writwork
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http://www.ox.ac.uk/writwork
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• Make sure you know which tests to register for

• Check the alternative dates for admissions this year

• Start practicing

• If you’re submitting written work, select work you are happy to 
talk about and shows your ability



Get in touch

Email

access@wadham.ox.ac.uk

Twitter

@WadhamAccess

Website

wadham.ox.ac.uk



Admissions Test 
Specific Resources



2 hours

Section 1: Aptitude and Skills
35 Questions, 60 minutes 
o Critical Thinking and Problem Solving
• Practise! BMAT past papers and TSA past papers

Section 2: Scientific Knowledge
27 Questions, 30 minutes
o Biology/Chemistry/Maths/Physics
• Look at assumed knowledge guide
• Tougher on time
• Practise! 

Section 3: Writing Task
1 essay (from 3 options), 30 minutes
o Ethics, veterinary, current affairs, quote
• State the basics well

Admissions Test-
BMAT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cambridge Assessment (www.admissionstesting.org/for-test-takers/bmat/)Run the tests and offer past papers, assumed knowledge for section2, and adviceAli Abdaal (www.youtube.com/user/Sepharoth64)YouTube Cambridge Medicine Student- useful videos on aspects of studying including BMAT, broken down into 3 sections and free website of questions

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCLnGGRG__uGSPLBLzyhg8dQ


1 ½ hours

Write one essay comparing two passages
o You will be given six passages on the same theme to choose from e.g. 

storms

o Test close reading skills and response to unfamiliar texts

Look at the marking criteria:
• Respond perceptively to unfamiliar writing of different kinds
• Demonstrate skills of close reading, 
• Paying attention to the effects of structure, language and style
• Construct a well-focused and structured essay
• Write fluently and accurately

Admissions Test-
English Language Admissions Test

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You will be given six passages on the same theme. The passages will be a mixture of different forms (there may be poetry, prose (fiction and non-fiction), and drama, though not necessarily examples of each of these in every year), and will date from different periods. You will be asked to carry out the following task:Select two of the passages (a) to (f) and compare and contrast them in any ways that seem interesting to you, paying particular attention to distinctive features of structure, language and style. The six passages will be linked by a common theme, which will be given in the introduction of the test. You will be given the names of the authors and the dates of publication, as well as the type of prose (novel, essay etc.). You are not expected to introduce any references to other texts or authors you have studied and marks are not awarded for evidence of wider reading or prior knowledge of the texts or their contexts. Instead, the examiners will reward your ability to do the following:respond perceptively to unfamiliar writing of different kindsdemonstrate skills of close reading, paying attention to the effects of structure, language and styleconstruct a well-focused and structured essay based on comparing and contrasting two passageswrite fluently and accuratelyPlease note that the ELAT is a closed-book test and you will not be able to take dictionaries or notes into the test. Changes for the ELAT in 2018: Please note, prior to the 2018 test, candidates could compare two or three passages for ELAT. From 2018 onwards, they must compare two passages. The ELAT marking criteria have also been updated for 2018.https://www.english.ox.ac.uk/advice-taking-english-literature-admissions-test-elat 



1 hour

1 question based on a primary source

Since 2018 format has changed 
(similar to Question 3 of past HAT papers)

Tests:
o the ability to read carefully and critically;
o the adoption of an analytical approach;
o the ability to answer a question relevantly;
o ability to handle concepts and select evidence to support points;
o originality and independence;
o precision and clarity of writing.

Admissions Test-
History Aptitude Test

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://www.history.ox.ac.uk/history-aptitude-test-hatTest website with past papershttps://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=Q3uiC4cG4ac&feature=emb_logoDiscussion of question with History tutor and 3 undergraduates



CAT (Classics Admissions Test) 60 minutes per section
MLAT (Modern Languages Admissions Tests) variable
OLAT (Oriental Languages Aptitude Test) 30 minutes

• Check which test you need to complete! This will depend on the course you are applying 
for and languages (if any) you currently study.  For example, if you are applying for Classics 
but haven’t studied Greek or Latin, you will take the Classics Language Aptitude Test.

• Look at past papers (the tests to assess ability to learn new languages are very similar) 

Tests:
o The ability to analyse how languages work;
o Aptitude to learn new languages quickly;
o Existing language ability (if applying to study a language you’re already learning)

Admissions Test-
Language Aptitude Tests

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CAT Past Papers www.ox.ac.uk/admissions/undergraduate/applying-to-oxford/tests/catMLAT Table summarising which tests (and sections to complete): www.ox.ac.uk/admissions/undergraduate/applying-to-oxford/tests/tests-students-applying-study-modern-languages-or-linguisticsMLAT Past Papers: www.ox.ac.uk/admissions/undergraduate/applying-to-oxford/tests/mlatOLAT Past Papers: www.ox.ac.uk/admissions/undergraduate/applying-to-oxford/tests/olat Photo: Jason Leung https://unsplash.com/photos/jCBzW_Q_UGI 



2 ¼ hours

Section A:
Multiple choice questions, 95 minutes

Section B
1 essay (from a choice of 3), 40 minutes
o Make the best case you can for public funding of the arts.
o Does it matter if some animal and plant species die out?
o What is ‘political correctness’ and why does it matter?

• Use lnat.ac.uk to prepare (past papers, example essays and tips)
• Read good quality media e.g. The Economist, The Financial Times 

Admissions Test-
Law National Aptitude Test

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Law National Aptitude Test (lnat.ac.uk)Guidance, past papers and help



2 hours 30 minutes

Section 1: 
10 questions, 4 marks each, 6 minutes per question

Section 2:
4 questions, 15 marks each, 22 ½ minutes per question

• Practise: MAT, nRich, STEP, AEA, TMUA
• Look at the syllabus
• Use words to explain your answers in section 2
• Get strategies for the questions

Admissions Test-
Mathematics Admissions Test

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Oxford Maths Outreach (www.youtube.com/channel/UCLnGGRG__uGSPLBLzyhg8dQ)James Munro (access officer) runs through the test and how to prepareSee also: www.maths.ox.ac.uk/study-here/undergraduate-study/maths-admissions-test Cambridge Assessment (www.admissionstesting.org/for-test-takers/mat/about-mat/)Run the tests and offer past papers and assumed knowledge



2 hours

A mix of maths (50 marks) and physics (50 marks) questions,
6 maths multiple choice
6 physics multiple choice
Selection of higher mark questions on physics and maths

• Check the syllabus
• Check the format (it has changed a lot)
• Write down your working
• Practise problem solving questions 

Admissions Test-
Physics Aptitude Test

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S6NH7SYE9qY&feature=youtu.beOxford Physics tutor presentation about the test and some worked exampleshttps://www2.physics.ox.ac.uk/study-here/undergraduates/applications/physics-aptitude-test-pat/pat-syllabus The syllabus/assumed knowledge  for the PATWebsites to help with developing physics problem solving:I Want to Study Engineering https://i-want-to-study-engineering.orgBrilliant https://brilliant.orgIsaac Physics https://isaacphysics.orgBritish Physics Olympiad https://www.bpho.org.uk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=Q3uiC4cG4ac&feature=emb_logo


2 hours

Section 1: Critical Thinking and Problem Solving 1 ½ hours
50 multiple choice questions, scored out of 100

Section 2: Essay 30 minutes
1 question from 4

1. Are ‘drone strikes’ morally different to military campaigns fought on the ground?
2. Is reducing inequality always a good thing?
3. Is a referendum a good way to decide a major question facing a country?
4. Can we learn about intelligence by studying how humans and other 

animals learn?
• Frame your response to answer the question

Admissions Test-
Thinking Skills Assessment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tips from Jesus College, Oxford PPE tutor https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3dLajtrn8ZYAnd going through the 2018 paper: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JaR0hdf8Zhc multiple choice and some essay tips https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Buxa40ahGV4
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